When donating to Bishop’s, some of our supporters take the opportunity to honour the memory of someone dear to them.

The following “In memoriam” contributions were received between May 1, 2021 and April 30, 2022. We thank them for their thoughtfulness.

In Memory of Robert Allen ’73
Rick Southam ’72

In Memory of John & Barbara Anido
Tom ’69 & Linda Allen
Philip Anido ’70
Terry Crowley ’67
Mark Saykaly ’72
Othmar Stein ’72

In Memory of Daphne Atchison McMullan ’53
Geoffrey & Ann Power

In Memory of Bob Barnett
Trevor Lovig ’96

In Memory of Professor Sylvie Béquet
Hafid Agourram
Nanci Chagnon
Vincent Cloutier
Stephanie Côté ’95
David McBride ’93
Francine Turmel

In Memory of Simon & Heidi Bohinc
Dan Bohinc ’94

In Memory of Julie Bradshaw ’80
Blair Capes ’76 & Robin Cooper ’78

In Memory of Professor Robin Burns
Jamie Gamble ’93

In Memory of Robert Burt ’57
Richard (Sam) Poaps ’57

In Memory of Gregor Campbell ’68
James Mabbutt ’68

In Memory of Hazel Carson ’75
Mary Carson
David Jones ’76 & Lois Carson

In Memory of Bruce Coulter
Jeffrey Allen
Tom ’69 & Linda Allen
Dorothy Goodwin ’70
Trevor Lovig ’96
Arash Madani ’02
Viktors Trence ’85

In Memory of Miriam Cozen-McNally
Elizabeth McNally

In Memory of Laura Davidson
Brian Davidson ’70

In Memory of Mala de Alwis
Jennifer Hyndman

In Memory of Donald Dewey
Mary-Ann Dewey-Plante ’06

In Memory of Marjorie Donald
John Donald ’60

In Memory of John Douglas ’57
Carolyn Kilbourne ’86

John Emerson
Sarah Wilkin ’02

In Memory of Hazel Farnham
Judith Cassidy
Bob Farnham
Mahlon Grapes
Richard ’73 & Mary ’71 Goodfellow
Keith Kobelt ’74
Bill & Liz Murphy
Trevor Lovig ’96
Stuart & Pamela McKelvie
John ’63 & Sherrill ’65 Milligan
Bruce Stevenson ’76
Harvey White

In Memory of John Fisher & Denise Mathers
John ’76 & Amanda ’75 Mathers

In Memory of Pierrette Gauthier
Justin-Mikael Fortin ’10

In Memory of Dr. János Glaser
Heidi Glaser-Hille

In Memory of Dr. C.L.O. Glass ’35 DCL ’60
Philip Carter ’67
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In Memory of Dr. C.L.O. Glass '35 DCL '60 & Janet Glass
Gordon Glass '70

In Memory of Stewart Graham '00
Yvon & Heather Cormier
Ian & Cheryl Graham

In Memory of Lyman Harding
Victoria Harding '84

In Memory of Elizabeth Harvey
Mary Lynne Harvey

In Memory of Douglas Holt '63
Kathleen Holt
Innes van Nostrand & Alison Holt

In Memory of Kate Huntington '94
Janet Drysdale
Terry & Barbara Huntington

In Memory of Kim Ling Huang
Sterling Mawhinney '88

In Memory of Kate Huntington '94
Janet Drysdale
Terry & Barbara Huntington

In Memory of Charles Kingsmill '67
Fred Argue '63

In Memory of Sydney Jellicoe
Peter Chase '71

In Memory of Violet Kapeluck
Connie Franko

In Memory of Albert Kuehner
David '63 & Susan '63 Stockwell

In Memory of Marcel LeBrun
Kevin Philip '86 & Angela Standish '87
In Memory of Douglas A.T. Lloyd '62
Nancy Lloyd '63

In Memory of Robert Macmillan
Kathryn Noel '78

In Memory of G.H. Montgomery
Beth Montgomery '98
George Montgomery
Peter Montgomery '68
Sandy '72 & Susan '74 Montgomery

In Memory of Garfield Mullins
Janyne Hodder

In Memory of Debra Mundie '80
Marc Slater '80

In Memory of Zdenek Munzar
Michael Munzar '75
Peter Munzar '67

In Memory of David Munzar
Sean Smith '80

In Memory of Diane Murphy Scrubb '80
Colin & Melody Anderson
Peter & Elaine Mackenzie
Kevin Murphy
Larry '83 & Susan '81 Ring

In Memory of David Murray '62
Ann Murray '61

In Memory of David Oldfield '67
Butch Staples '67

In Memory of Professor Dan Patridge
J. R. Bruce Bristowe '64

In Memory of Barbara Tomenson-Filion
Carter Filion '19

In Memory of Anthony Preston DCL '60
Andrew Preston '61
Sarah Preston

In Memory of Thomas E. Price '51
Timothy & Denise Price

In Memory of C.E. (Ted) Reeve '57
Phyllis Reeve '58

In Memory of David Rittenhouse
Patrick Neilson '72

In Memory of Renaud Scheib
Nicholas Scheib

In Memory of Benjamin Perlman '05
David Perlman '00

In Memory of Andrew Schell '97
Peter Schell '86
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In Memory of Bill Sharp
Sandra Sharp ’71

In Memory of Brian Sharp
Sandra Sharp ’71

In Memory of Michael Sinnott ’14
Michael Medland ’81

In Memory of Garth Smith
Lindsay ’69 & Deborah ’69 Black
Viktors Trence ’85

In Memory of Michael B. Sommerville ’65
Roy Cullen ’65

In Memory of Joyce Standish
Rodger & Meryle Heatherington

In Memory of Jennifer Sudlow
Sheila MacLean & Brian Talbot

In Memory of Professor Sydney Taylor
Martin Taylor ’66
Roger Taylor ’60

In Memory of Brock Thomson ’65
Judith Thomson ’66

In Memory of Cody Triggs
David & Laurie Triggs

In Memory of John S. Visser ’42
Aline Visser ’56

In Memory of Norman Webster ’62
Raymond Brassard
Michael Goldbloom & Fiona MacLeod
Margot McFarlane Hall ’77
Doug & Simone Mitchell
Ann Murray ’61
Winn Oughtred ’64
Ross H. Paul ’64
John Rae
Jacqueline Scott ’90
Barry Wansbrough ’61
Philip and Judith Webster Family Foundation

In Memory of Rachelle Wrathmall ’99
Kylie Côté ’99
Dale Davidson ’93
Kimberly McKell ’93

In Memory of Michel Fontaine, Kyle Pearson ’06, David Teehan ’07, and Cody Triggs
In support of the Four Shades of Purple Memorial Bursary
Adam Barrette * Stephen Bebber * Travis Black ’06 * Katrina Campo * Jordan Charron ’06 *
Jonathan Erskine ’07 * Jordan Field * Alexander Gabrini * Corey Grinnell ’06 * Michel Karkour *
Kate McKenzie * Michael Orlando ’08 * Hannah Roberge * Christopher Sawers ’09 * Scott &
Courtney Smith * Matthew Studley ’07 * Lee Taylor * Emma Verity * Hailey Verity * Jonathan
Verity ’07 * Lisa Verity * Cameron Wicks*
Benjamin Williams ’06